A NEW BREED OF

PERFORMANCE

Jive M

2

Sedeo Ergo

Take your seat and experience the revolution
in powered wheelchairs!
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PERFORMANCE
iNSIDE & OUT
The Jive M2 Sedeo Ergo redefines powered wheelchair
technology, inside and out. Unparalleled outdoor performance
combined with the ultimate indoor manoeuvrability, the
Jive M2 Sedeo Ergo not only makes it possible to have
the best of both worlds – it also combines it with a
revolutionary seating system to meet your every demand.
} Premium mid-wheel base technology
With next level SpiderTracTM 2.0 performance

} Modern two-tone look

Six striking colour inlays to vividly complement the sleek design

} SAVE SIX SEATING POSITIONS

Access six individually programmable seat positions at a touch of a button

} lay fully flat

Enjoy an ergonomic laying position with a premium 175° backrest recline

} Never lose contact with your footrest

Highly adjustable footrest with programmable length and angle

} Recline works even with chin control

Thanks to the unique 180mm anti-shear backrest system

} EASY SEAT ENTRY SYSTEM

With the swing-away seat cushion laterals
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COMFORT
IN ALL POSITIONS

From seated position to full-recline, it will effortlessly and
uniquely adapt and react to your body like no-other powered
wheelchair in its class.
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// Most effective Anti Shear mechanism IN ITS CLASS
Its patented unique mechanism allows the headrest, head and even chin control to stay
in place during the full recline operation. The 175° power recline of the Sedeo Ergo
backrest is supported by a 180mm adaptive anti-shear function.

// unique Biometric repositioning
Advanced electronic programming has allowed us to create gateway positions that mimic
more natural bio-metric movements, this means that going from one position to another
maintains your pelvic position within the seat of the chair whilst the anti-shear back

// Never lose the contact WITH your footplate
Once set-up the articulating and elevating footrest maintains constant contact with your
feet throughout the six programmable positions, ensuring your comfort and posture are
maintained.

maintains any supports or controls and the footrest ensures correct foot positioning. The
result is a chair that naturally supports and hugs you in every position without the need to
reposition yourself. You really need to try this chair to see how good it is!
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CONTROL
AT YOUR COMMAND
The Jive M² Sedeo Ergo can remember up to six programmable
custom seat positions that are completely unique to you.
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// get IN control

// Whatever position you’D LIKE!
There are six customisable seating positions that
can be programmed to suit you.

// Sitting
Tailored to the amount of tilt, back recline, leg
length and leg angle that you feel most
comfortable with.

You can further customise your
Jive M² Sedeo Ergo with a variety of
special controls from Switch-It
(a brand of Sunrise Medical).
Different switch boxes enable you
to control your seat functions with
just one click. Alternatively, you can
select the “Dual Pro“ truly
proportional head array or the
“VersaGuide“ compact joystick for an
easy-to-learn, precise and intuitive
driving experience.

// LIFT POSITION with C-ME Feature
This position brings you at eye level with
your environment. Due to the next level
of base technology you can drive with
speeds of up to 4.8kph (3mph) with full
lifted seat position.

Save your
FAVOURITE
positions

// Lie-Down
Relax, sleep or stretch - whatever you need
to lay down for.

// Legs over head position
Improve your circulation by elevating
the leg supports.

// Pressure Relief position
Using this function, the seat moves
into a reclined, tilted and legs up
position. This can be completely
tailored to you.
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INTELLIGENT
MODERN DESIGN
Sharp-tailored upholstery, clean lines and slick minimalistic design that
never fails to catch the eye.
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// Easy entry system
The seat cushion is divided into three elements.
The two patented lateral side cushions can be
swung out and lifted off. This ensures a
comfortable transfer position in-and-out of the
wheelchair. In case of specific positioning needs,
the middle part can be substituted by a JAY
cushion.
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// Infinitely Adjusts for best fit
// Find your perfect colour
Create a personalised look with a selection of six
striking colour inlays and change it when you feel like it.

The premium headrest can easily be adjusted or removed. 1
All seat widths 2 and depths 3 of the Sedeo Ergo are infinitely
adjustable with just one tool. Also, the seat and backrest width 4
5
can be adjusted independently of each other. Even the armrest height
5 and angle adjustment are just as simple to adjust too.

4
2
3
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NEXT LEVEL OF BASE TECHNOLOGY
Our most direct and intuitive driving thoroughbred yet.
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PREMIUM
SPIDERTRAC 2.0 TECHNOLOGY
Smooth, safe and comfortable to ride across multiple terrains, the Jive M² Sedeo
Ergo is more intuitive to drive, so it’s ideal for those who may have difficulty driving
a powered wheelchair or need to use switches or head controls.

Without Gyro Control Module

With Gyro Control Module

// Superior outdoor performance!

// Gyro control Module inside

With its SpiderTrac 2.0 suspension, you’re assured a smooth ride over
uneven terrain with superb traction, excellent stability and minimal
forward pitching – even when descending 10cm kerbs!

With the Jive’s (optional) gyro-tracking system, there’s no need to worry about stability on uneven
surfaces anymore. Any small deviation from your intended direction is automatically detected and
corrected, so not only are you safely kept on track on challenging surfaces, but it also makes for a
less-demanding drive – especially if you require switch controls.

// Excellent Indoor Manoeuvrability
Because the centre-of-rotation is located directly beneath you, the Jive M²
Sedeo Ergo can turn on its own axis, giving an ultra small turning circle for
excellent manoeuvrability.

// approved for transport in a vehicle
The Jive M² Sedeo Ergo is transit tested in accordance with
ISO 7176-19 and approved for transportation in a vehicle.
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Technical data
Max. user weight:

160kg

Max. reversing width:

100cm

Seat width:

40 – 56 cm (in 2cm steps)

Max. safe slope:

10°

Seat depth:

40 – 56 cm (in 2cm steps)

Max. kerb climbing:

10cm

Seat height:

44.5 – 48 cm

Castor wheel options:

14" drive wheels; 6" castors

Seat angle:

0° to 50°; -5° to 45° (optional)

Colour inlay choices

6 colours: red, blue, green, orange, white, black

Backrest height:

51 – 61 cm

Backrest angle:

85° to 175° (powered)

Max. range (ISO 7176-4)

40km (with 70Ah batteries & 6kph motors, dependant
on distance profile, user weight and electrical options.)

Total width:

62cm

Wheelchair weight:

from 160kg (including batteries)

Total length:

107cm

Total height:

110cm

Crash tested:

Yes
(approved for transport in a vehicle according ISO 7176-19)

Seat memory functions:

sitting, lie-down, relax, legs over head, tilt, lift

Max. speed:

6kph, 10kph (optional) & 13kph (optional)

Battery size:

60Ah; 70Ah (optional)

Electronics:

R-net controller; lights & indicators

For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the order form.
All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any queries you may have.
If you are visually impaired, this document can be viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.co.uk or alternatively is available on request in large text.
Sunrise Medical
Thorns Road,
Brierley Hill,
West Midlands,
DY5 2LD
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 845 605 66 88
Fax: +44 (0) 845 605 66 89
www.SunriseMedical.co.uk
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